
Health
Protection car



Designed from the beginning to be the flagship of the multi-use sports car category, Azkarra has been developed to be at the 
centre of the desires of young drivers eager for technology, communication and superior design aesthetics.

Attractive and modern design with a high level of design accuracy, both inside and outside the car



Innovative front grille design mimics water ripples to 
give the car a streamlined and dynamic look



Dual 7-speed transmission (4WD)
Acceleration 0-100 km/h: Less than10 s
Fuel consumption km/L: 17.3

Dual 6-speed transmission (2WD)
Acceleration 0-100 km/h: Less than 10.5 s
Fuel consumption km/L: 15.3

1.5 liter turbo engine with direct fuel injection

LED headlights including daytime running light

Advance Driver Assistance 
System (ADAS) Technology



Entertainment system with 12.3-inch 
Electric Shift Lever
You can turn it on with just one click, so you can 
enjoy smart and modern driving functionsSmart and eco-friendly cockpit

Smart and modern cockpit design gives the driver the convenience 
of access to all smart devices in the car, the interior of the cockpit is 
made of eco-friendly materials



Choice of driving modes 
(NORMAL, ECO, SPORT and OFF-ROAD)



7-inch LCD dash board360˚ Camera Wireless Charge



Interior ambient lights (42 colors) adjustable

Electrically open and close the trunk
(by trunk button or by car key)

Automatic dimming for internal rear view mirrorPanoramic sunroof



Ample interior space



Lane keep assist (LKA)
Lane departure warning (LDW)

Autonomous Emergency Brake (AEB)

Speed limit information
system (SLIF)

Intelligent high beam control



CN95

Geely cars

Air Purifier

Health
protection car

Enjoy the advanced CN95 air purification 

technology that filters out 99% of bacteria in 

the car interior

Protection ability same 
with "N95" mask

Filters out the
Particles in the air

Helps get rid of 
bacteria

Resist the allergens 
from pollen and mites

Absorb smoke smell 
and removing odor

Removing 
mycete
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Your fun driving tour will be with a powerful engine

CRUISING

Azkarra with 48V auxiliary electric motor provides extra flow of power

Power from the engine 

charges the 48V EMS 

battery

ACCELERATION
The 48V EMS battery provides a 

maximum assistance of 10 kw and 50 

Nm of torque

QUICK STOP-START

When the car is stopped, the engine is turned off in order to save fuel (keeping 

the basic functions of the car working such as air conditioning, Listening Device 

and lighting). At launch, the electric motor gives 225 Nm of torque at a speed of 

1,000 rpm ensuring an instant restart of the engine

BRAKING ENERGY

RECOVERY
Kinetic energy from braking charges the 

48V EMS battery
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Rear Cargo Storage (L)

Fuel tank capacity (liters)

Engine Capacity (cc)

Maximum engine power (hp / rpm)

Maximum total engine power - for hybrid with 48V battery (hp)

Engine Maximum Torque (Nm / rpm)

Maximum engine torque - for hybrid engine with 48V battery (Nm / rpm)

A measure of environmental protection efficiency

Transmission type

The number of transmission speeds

Push the movement

Suspension (front / rear)

Steering Assistant

Brakes (front / rear)

Average consumption rate (km per liter)

Top speed (km / h)

Acceleration rate (0-100km / h)

Specifications

Basic Parameters Azkarra 2WD Azkarra 4WD

255Nm at 1500-4000 rpm

-

Automatic Automatic (DCT Dual clutch transmission)

Four Wheel DriveFront

Macpherson independent/ Half independent-Torsion Beam

Silver Black White Red

Power steering

Disc/Disc




